1. Introduction. Let C m (m) denote the set of all m n matrices with complex (real) elements. Given a nonsingular matrix A C and a matrix norm I1" on C " the condition number of A with respect to inversion is defined by K (A) IIA IIA-II. These norms and the definition of (A) extend readily to C m" [18] , [40] .
The condition number is important because in many matrix problems it provides information about the sensitivity of the solution to perturbations in the data.
The most well-known example is the linear equation problem Ax b, for which various perturbation bounds involving (A) are available [1 1, p. 5.18] , [18, p. 25 ft.], [40, p. 194 In practical computation perturbation results of this type are important for two reasons. First, they enable the effect of errors in the data to be assessed, and second, bounds for the error in a computed solution. To illustrate the second point, it can be shown that when a linear system Ax-b is solved using Gaussian elimination with partial pivoting, the computed solution satisfies a perturbed system (A + E) b, where E satisfies the bound (1.2) Ell =< 8/73 Pn ][A u + O(uZ), where p, is a growth factor and u is the machine unit roundoff [18, p. 67]. A rigorous bound for the relative error [Ix-Ycll/ilxi[ can be obtained by using (1.2) in (1.1), provided that (A), or at least an upper bound for (A), is available.
Estimates for the condition number of a matrix are required in many areas of numerical analysis. Some examples are optimisation [9, p. 55], [15] , [16, pp. 135 , 320], least squares computations [18, Chap. 6] , [30] , [32] , condition estimation for eigenvalues and eigenvectors [43] , computation of matrix square roots [23] and the matrix exponential [34] , solution of Sylvester and Lyapunov matrix equations [4] , [17] , [21] , sparse matrix computations [12] , [19] , and the numerical solution of differential and integral equations [36] , [38] , [39] , [46] . In all these application areas the matrix of interest either is already triangular or has been factored according to a matrix decomposition which contains a triangular factor. Leading examples of such decompositions are LU factorisation [18, Chap. 4] , which is fundamental to the solution of systems of linear equations, the Schur decomposition [18, p. 192], which is important in the QR algorithm for computing eigenvalues and eigenvectors, and the following two matrix decompositions, both of which are used in solving least squares (and other) problems. Let A* fly denote the conjugate transpose of A, and let P denote a permutation matrix. The two decompositions are (i) QR decomposition (with column pivoting) of A e _.mxn, rn >= n:
where Q e C mxm is unitary (Q*Q I) and R e (2"" is upper triangular 11, Chap. 9], [18, p. (1.3) z(A )= 2(R), gF(A rF(R ), and for A in (1.4) r2(A)=r2(L)2, so that in these decompositions the condition number of A is obtainable, trivially, from that of the triangular factor. IlZll= max laijl,
Thus, computationally, the greatest expense in the evaluation of (T) comes from the term T-'II, which ostensibly requires the computation of T-l. In this paper we attempt to give a comprehensive, comparative survey of techniques for estimating the condition number of a triangular matrix. Our restriction to triangular matrices is justified by the applications listed above and by the fact that the derivation and the behaviour of the only widely used condition estimator for full matrices, that given in LINPACK [11 ] , is adequately illustrated by consideration of the triangular case.
All the methods to be described bound the condition numbersome from above and some from below. The bounds can be divided into two classes: those that are obtained from matrix inequalities and depend only on the moduli of the elements of the triangular matrix, and those that are the result of heuristic or probabilistic algorithms motivated by the definition of the subordinate matrix norm. Two types of algorithm in the second class are shown to be related to the well-known power method for computing matrix eigenvalues [45, p. 570 If.]. The bounds and algorithms are described in 2-5. An important aspect of the bounds, which we examine in 6, is their worst-case behaviour, that is, the largest amount by which a given bound can over-or underestimate the condition number.
Section 7 contains the results of numerical experiments designed to illustrate and compare the performance of the condition estimators on three different classes of test matrix.
Finally, in 8, we review and comment on the methods discussed and explain why in practice it is desirable to compute both an upper bound and a lower bound for the condition number.
In addition to collecting and unifying earlier material this paper presents some new results, namely the results in 6 describing the behaviour of the upper and lower bound of 2.
It is clear that it suffices to consider estimation of T -l rather than (T). For definiteness we will take T to be upper triangular throughout; modifications for the lower triangular case are straightforward. [22] . Let T be a nonsingular upper triangular matrix. Then
Proof This result is a special case of several results which have appeared in the literature on M-matrices. For more general results couched in terms of matrix minorants and diagonal dominance, respectively, see [8] and [44] ; see also [25, [22] ; see also [32] .
ALGORITHM 2.1 [22] . Given a nonsingular upper triangular matrix T of order n this algorithm computes /= IIM(T) -IIoo --> T-Iloo. For a different derivation of the equations constituting Algorithm 2.1 see [26] . ALGORITHM 2.2 [22] . Given Cost. 3n flops, and nZ/2 comparisons for evaluation of the {a;}.
Remark. There are two particular classes of triangular matrices for which the upper bound of Algorithm 2.1 is equal to T-II=. The first class consists of those triangular matrices T for which T= M(T); this is, in fact, the class of triangular M-matrices [ [28] ) and the Perron-Frobenius theory is applied to derive a strict upper bound for I1W(T) -1112 in terms of the power method vectors. We note that the same technique could be used to estimate IIM(T) -1 ll2.
An alternative way to bound the 2-norm of T -t is to use Algorithm 2.1 or Algorithm 2.2 to evaluate the appropriate fight-hand member of (see (1.6), Lemma 2.1)
Lemeire [31] derives the following upper bounds (where T is of order n). for matrix factorisation incorporate a condition estimator: an algorithm which, given the matrix factors, yields at relatively little cost an estimate of the condition number of the matrix. We will describe the LINPACK condition estimation algorithm as it is implemented in STRCO, the LINPACK routine which estimates the condition number of a real triangular matrix T.
In outline, the algorithm is as follows.
ALGORITHM 3.1 [6] , 11 ].
(1) Choose a vector d such that IlYll is "large" relative to Ildll, where Try d;
(2) Solve Tx y;
Here I1" denotes both a vector norm and the corresponding subordinate matrix norm. In STRCO the norm is the l-norm, but the algorithm can be used also for the 2-norm or the -norm. Note that the LINPACK algorithm produces a lower bound for T -II.
We now look more closely at step (1) and assume for clarity that T is lower triangular of order n; let U Tr. The idea suggested in [6] [5] , [7] for more details about the choice of weights.
The motivation for step (2) of Algorithm 3.1 is given in [6] , [33] and estimating U-111oo = IlYlloo/lldlloo-113'11oo.
We mention in passing that in [19] a modification to the implementation details of the LINPACK condition estimator is described that is useful for reducing the cost when dealing with banded or sparse matrices. [5] . The 2-norm look-behind algorithm requires 5n 2 flops. See [5] , [43] for further details of the look-behind technique.
4. Probabilistic condition estimates. An idea mentioned in [6] is to choose the vector d in Algorithm 3.1 randomly, for an analysis based on the singular value decomposition suggests that for a random d there is a high probability that a good estimate of T-will be obtained. This notion is made more precise by Dixon [10] , who proves the following result.
THEOREM 4.1 [10] . Let A e "n be nonsingular and let 0 > be a constant.
If x ff" is a random vector from the uniform distribution on the unit sphere S, y ff": yry 11, then the inequality
holds with probability at least 0.80-k/2n /2 (k >-1). Note. The left-hand inequality in (4.1) always holds, as is easily shown. Only the fight-hand inequality is in question.
Proof See [10] . Vl We are interested in the case where A T is triangular. For k 1, (4.1) can then be written as (4.2) which suggests the simple n2/2 flops estimate T-'II !1T-xll2, where x is chosen randomly from the uniform distribution on S. Vectors x can be generated from the formula (4.3) where z, ..., z, are independent random variables from the normal distribution with mean zero and variance one [10] . To illustrate the theorem, if n 100 and 0 6400 then inequality (4.2) holds with probability at least .9.
In order to be able to take a smaller constant 0, for fixed n and a desired probability, one can use higher values of k. In contrast to 10] we consider only the case where k is even and we simplify (4.1), using For j this technique closely resembles Algorithm 3.1, the main difference being that the fight-hand side is chosen randomly, rather than by a deterministic algorithm that takes into account the matrix elements.
We carried out a small number of numerical tests, evaluating "r in (4.5) for j 1, 2, ..., 25 with several T and x, and n -< 25. Three features were noticeable in the results. First, the {'r} increased monotonically in every case ('r < y-is possible, theoretically). Second, "r was in most cases within a factor three of T-II2, which is distinctly better than the 0 values for p .99 might lead one to expect. Third, in the remaining cases there was often a significant improvement of y2 over y ('r > 2y, say), with steady but diminishing improvements in the succeeding y;s (recall that each "r is a strict lower bound for T -, so the larger is "r, the better).
These observations indicate that it may be profitable to compute a sequence of estimates {-rbs-_, for a fixed, random x, using the information which accumulates as successive "iterates" are computed to choose s adaptively. We suggest the following algorithm for implementing this idea. Given parameters r, s, t, a the algorithm computes the condition estimates for j 1, 2, ..., r, and for j r + 1, ..., s only if the current estimate "r is a significant improvement on the previous ones, which we define by "j > aj-t". Cost. Between rn and sn 2 flops. Notice that the output of the algorithm can be regarded as either a single estimate % which is "correct" with a given probability, or, alternatively, as a pair of bounds: a strict lower bound "r and an upper bound O(n, r,)'r which holds with a given probability.
In practice it is vital to scale the vectors x; in Algorithm 4.1 in order to avoid overflow, since IIxll--< II(TTr)-II2 T-II .
Our limited experiments suggest that (4.6) r=3, s=5, t=2, a=2
is a reasonable choice of parameters; note that O(n, 3) < 10 for n -<_ 150. 
over the convex set S= Ixett": Ilxll, -<-From convexity results (or directly from (1.5)) it follows that the maximum is attained at one of the vertices ej, j 1, ..., n, of S, where es is the jth column of the n x n identity matrix. Starting from these observations Hager [20] The algorithm may be explained as follows (see [20] for further details). The vector z computed at step (,) can be shown to be a subgradient of fat x. Thus, from convexity properties, f(+e)>-_f(x)+ z(+_e-x), so that if zsl > zx, for some j, then f can be increased by moving from x to the vertex es of S (note that f(es) =f(-es)). If, however, Ilzll <--zx, and if ys # 0 for all j, then x can be shown to be a local maximum point for f over S.
The condition y 0 for all j ensures that the set of all :subgradients of fat x has just one element, the usual gradient vector. We note that this condition will usually not be satisfied on iterations after the first when A is upper (lower) triangular, since y A-e has zero elements for j < n (j > 1).
In the numerical experiments reported in [20] Algorithm 5.1 almost always terminated on the second execution of the main loop, and the local maximum obtained was found to be a global maximum (that is, y IIA-II) with high probability.
Unlike Algorithms 3.1 and 4.1, Algorithm 5.1 is not related directly to the power method.
6. Reliability of the bounds. The estimates discussed in {}{}2 and 3 are all rigorous upper or lower bounds for the condition number. Both types of bound can give useful information about a matrix, since a small upper bound verifies well-conditioning while a large lower bound signals ill-conditioning. However, in the absence of knowledge about how pessimistic, at worst, the bound can be, no information can be gained from a large value for the upper bound or a small value for the lower bound.
In this section the author describes his own investigations into the worst-case behaviour of the upper and lower bounds of {}{}2, 3, and 5. First, in {}{}6.1 and 6.2, the bounds of {}2 are considered.
6.1. General triangular matrices. Consider the following matrix [22] It is well known that the lower bound (2.1) can underestimate T-II by an arbitrarily large factor [7] , [27] . This is illustrated by the matrix M(T(k)), for which the lower bound is )k2(, 1) while IIM(T(X))-I )x 3.
As noted in {}2, the bounds of that section depend only on the moduli of the elements of T. Consequently each bound applies not only to T but to all members of 2(T), the set of equimodular matrices U satifying gl-rl; the "unreliability" of the bounds corresponds to the possibility of an unbounded variation in conditioning among the members of f(T). 6 [28] , [31] , [37] and [30] (where a proof is given). The earliest references appear to be [13] (which contains a proof) and [14] .
(2) The unit lower triangular matrices L (lo) that arise in Gaussian elimination with partial pivoting satisfy lol -<-for > j. Theorem 6.1 applied to L r shows that IIt-ll ,oo-< 2 -, equality being obtained for the matrix all of whose subdiagonal elements are equal to -1. This, and other more general bounds on the condition number of L are given in [3] . TnEORE 6.2 [22] . Let the nonsingular upper triangular matrix T (_.nn satisfy inequalities (6.1). Then, for the 1, 2 and matrix norms, by at most a factor 2 "-. To complete our description of the behaviour of these bounds we show that these extreme over-and underestimation factors can be attained.
Consider the parametrised matrix [27] (see also [18, 
so the upper bounds are too big by a factor of order 2 -. This is a worst-case example for the upper bounds in (6.8).
6.3. The LINPACK algorithm. The question of the reliability of the LINPACK condition estimator has been answered by Cline and Rew [7] who give several examples of parametrised matrices for which the LINPACK condition estimate can underestimate the true condition number by an arbitrarily large factor. The counterexamples given in [7] were designed for the LINPACK "PA LU" routine SGECO, but some of them are also applicable to STRCO (see 3).
The following example is adapted from [7, 1,1,1 ) r, z= U(X)-r(= (l, l,1) r. Ilzll z rx so the algorithm terminates on the first step, the starting point x being a local maximum point for fin (5.1) (since y 0 for all j). The estimate 7 IlYlI is too small by a factor of order , where , can be arbitrarily large. Note that, once again, the simple estimate (2.1) is of the correct order of magnitude here. If the starting point x is changed to Dx, where D diag (+_ ), then replacing U(X) by DU(X) maintains the counter-example.
7. Numerical experiments. In this section we report on some numerical experiments designed to test the main condition estimators described in 2-5. A valuable feature of the experiments is that they compare the performance of different condition estimators on the same matrices.
The condition estimators employed are summarised in Table 7 [43] . Three different types of test matrix were used. In each test upper triangular matrices T nn were generated by computing the QR decomposition (1.3) ofvarious matrices A e"", for n 10, 25, 50. Each test was performed both with and without the use of column pivoting in the QR decomposition. Test (see Table 7 .2). The elements ofA e ""
were chosen as random numbers from the uniform distribution on [-1, (this type of matrix was used for test purposes in [5] , [6] , [20] , [35] ). Fifty matrices were generated for each n. We note that this type of matrix tends to be quite well conditioned: over the whole test the minimum, maximum and average values of r2(A) were 8.7, 4.2 x 10 4 and 7.4 x 10 -, respectively. Tables 7.9 and 7.10). In these tests we used random matrices A ["" with preassigned singular value distribution {ri}. Random orthogonal matrices U and V were generated, using the algorithm of [41 ] , and A was formed as the product A U; Vv, where ; diag (r;). Table 7 .1. The first number in each pair is the minimum ratio over the 50 matrices and the second is the average ratio. The results are rounded to two significant figures, so a ratio of 1.0 implies that the estimate had at least 2 correct figures.
With the exception of the estimator UPPEST in Test 2, for all estimators in all tests the results for column pivoting showed no significant differences to those for no pivoting and so the column pivoting results are omitted (in fact, corresponding average ratios and minimum ratios differed in most cases by no more than. 1). Comments on the results. (1) In these tests, the quality of the estimates returned by STRCO, SBGRAD, PROBAB and SIGMAN is quite insensitive to n, and to whether or not column pivoting is used in the QR decomposition. On the other hand, in Test 2, the estimates provided by UPPEST worsen markedly as n or r2 increases, and are appreciably sharper if column pivoting is used (see Tables 7.7, 7.8) .
(2) The singular value distribution in Test 3 is clearly a particularly favourable one for all the condition estimators except PROBAB, many of the estimates having some correct figures. ( 3) The results for STRCO confirm the generally accepted belief that the LINPACK condition estimator performs very reliably in practice, producing good order-of-magnitude condition number estimates [5] [6] [7] , 11 ], [35] , [41 ] .
(4) SBGRAD performed extremely well in these tests, producing estimates generally sharper than those of STRCO. We monitored the number of iterations used by SBGRAD (see Algorithm 5.1). In 2570 of the 2600 cases, only two iterations were required, the remainder requiting three iterations; this concurs with the results reported in [20] .
(5) PROBAB returned very reliable order-of-magnitude condition number estimates, and the underestimation ratio seemed insensitive to the type of matrix. The inequality IIT-II2 _-< O(n, r), (see Algorithm 4.1) was found to be satisfied in every case.
(6) SIGMAN performed extremely well, returning overall the best worst-case behaviour (see Table 7 .11) and roughly equal best (with SBGRAD) average behaviour. Tables 7.7 and 7.10). In the tests where column pivoting was used (so that the inequalities (6.1) were satisfied) the ratios were in every case several orders of magnitude larger than the worst case 2 -" (see 6.2).
(8) There is much empirical evidence to suggest that when column pivoting is used in the QR decomposition it is very rare for the simple lower bound (2.1) to be more than ten times smaller than T-llz [11, p. 9.25], [22] , [41] , [42] (although the underestimation ratio can be as small as 2 -", as shown in 6.2). In our tests the smallest ratio observed for this estimate when column pivoting was used was. 19.
8. Conclusions. Finally, we review and comment on the condition estimators discussed in the previous sections.
First, consider the upper bounds of 2. The bounds (2.6) and (2.7) are very crude, and are mainly of theoretical interest. Algorithm 2.1 requires n2/2 flops and provides a smaller upper bound than Algorithm 2.2 or Karasalo's algorithm (Lemma 2.2).
Although these last two algorithms require only O(n) flops, they perform n2/2 comparisons; it is reported in [22] that this makes their actual computational cost similar to that of Algorithm 2.1 on one particular "serial" computer, for n-< 100. It seems that Algorithm 2.1 is, in general, the most cost-effective of the upper bound algorithms.
Our tests confirm that the LINPACK condition estimator (Algorithms 3.1 and 3.2) is very reliable in practice, despite the existence of counter-examples (see 6.3). In view of the accumulated experience with the LINPACK estimator [5] [6] [7] , [11], [35] , [41] , one can confidently expect it to return an estimate within a factor 10 of the true 1-norm condition number in practice.
The convex optimisation algorithm (5) appears, from our tests and those in [20] , to produce estimates generally sharper than those of the LINPACK algorithm, at a similar computational cost. The fact that Algorithm 5.1 may terminate at a point that is not a local maximum point (see 5) , and the existence of a counter-example (see 6.4), do not seem to affect adversely the practical performance. This algorithm is clearly an attractive alternative to the LINPACK algorithm.
The probabilistic estimates described in 4 are of a different flavour than the other condition estimates: intuitively, the choice of a random fight-hand side vector that is independent of the coefficient matrix is perhaps a little displeasing. However, Algorithm 4.1 performed well in our tests, with the probabilistic inequality being satisfied in every case, and so it merits consideration if a 2-norm estimator is required.
The 2,norm look-behind estimator incorporates a more sophisticated strategy than that in Algorithm 3.2, and thus is more expensive than the LINPACK algorithm.
The excellent performance of the implementation SIGMAN in the tests of 7 seems to justify the expense, and makes this algorithm very appealing if sharp 2-norm condition estimates likely to have correct digits are desired.
Since the four lower bound condition estimators discussed above all provide good order-of-magnitude estimates in practice, the choice of which estimate to use is likely to be influenced mainly by the norm of interest and by the availability of software.
Only the LINPACK estimator is widely available in a program library at the time of writing. However, Algorithms 4.1 and 5.1 are relatively easy to "code up" (the 2-norm look-behind estimator is more difficult).
A noteworthy feature of Algorithms 4.1 and 5.1 is that they require only the ability to solve linear systems involving the coefficient matrix; access to the individual matrix elements is not required. This property could be advantageous in applications where the coefficient matrix is given implicitly, for example, in the form A B-1C.
Although the upper bound of Algorithm 2.1 can be appreciably less sharp than the lower bounds, the upper bound is worth computing for two reasons. First, being an upper bound for the condition number it can be used to provide a rigorous bound for the norm of the error in a computed solution, not only in the linear equations problem (see 1) but also in several other problems for which perturbation bounds involving T-Ill are available [17] , [21] , [23] , [43] . Second, a pair of upper and lower bounds carries with it an intrinsic reliability test: if the ratio of the two bounds is of order 1, then necessarily either bound provides a good estimate of the condition number. Even if the ratio of the bounds is not of order 1, a small upper bound verifies well-conditioning of the matrix, and a large lower bound detects ill-conditioning of the matrix. 
Yes
For an n x n triangular coefficient matrix. Reliable for T satisfying inequalities (6.1).
The quality of the estimate depends strongly on the singular value distribution of the matrix.
We conclude by giving, in Table 8 .1, an informal summary of the main condition estimates described here. In the summary the term "reliable" is used to mean that the condition estimate is usually within a factor 10 of the true condition number.
